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iL s always a pleasure lo recognize someone wno nas rouna time in a dusv
schedule to serve the community.
Roland K. Weeman did. "Rollie" spent 32 years on the Atkinson Fire Department,
including one year as Chief in 1971, and several as Forest Fire Warden.
Roiiie was also a member of the Town's Budget Committee from 1965 to 1969, and
served as a member of the Memorial Day Committee in 1965. He served on the
Timberlane Regional School Board through some highy voiitile times between 1972
and 1976. Throughout all his years in Atkinson, Rollie was an active member of
the Atkinson Congregational Church.
Rollie and his wife, Joyce, lived on Meditation Lane where they raised the two
children, Kathleen and Kenneth.
The Weemans have returned to their native state of Maine, where we have every
confidence that Rollie, who apparently considers community service a wav of
life, will find some niche in which he can continue to serve.
The Town's loss is Maine's gain,
his many years of selfless help,
Weeman, Volunteer Extraordinaire.
and Atkinson will miss him. With gratitude for
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Office Open: Monday - Friday. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
TOWN CLERK - 362-4920
Office Open-
Monday: 10 a.m. - Noon: 4
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Wednesday: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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p.m. - y p.m.
6 - 6 p.m.
PLANNING BOARD - 362-5761
Office Open Daily - 8:30
2nd and 4th Wednesdays -
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
Appropriations:
Total Town Appropriations $2,170,199.00
Sources of Revenue
Taxes:
Interest and penalties on taxes 40,000.00
Land Use Change Tax
From State:
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 100,000.00
Highway Block Grant 65,798.00
Rai 1 road Tax
Other Reimbursements 750.00
Licenses and Permits:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 460,000.00
Dog licenses 2,800.00
Business licenses, permits, and filing fees 55.000.00
Fines and forfeits 800.00
Charges for Services:
Income from departments 45.900.00
Pol ice Detai Is
Municipal Agent Fees
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Interest on deposits 135,000.00
Sale of Town property 4,000.00
Cable Television - Franchise & Origination
Other financing sources:
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 229,486.00
Fund Balance 50 ,000. 00
Total Revenues and Credits $1,187,534.00
Net Town Appropriations $ 925,564.00
Net School Appropriations 4,149,730.00
County Tax Assessments 286,023.
Total of Town, School and County Appropriations $5,361,317.00
Deduct Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursements - 87,116.00
Add War Service Credits 42,000.00
Add Overlay 1 15.204.00
Property Taxes to be raised $5,431,405.00
Tax Rate per $1,000 valuation per Department of Revenue Administration $15.60
1991
Purpose of Appropriation
Town Officers Salaries $115,560.00
Town Officers Expenses $ 52,398.00
Election and Registration $ 2,987.00
Cemeteries $ 11,163.00
General Government Buildings $ 47,688.00
Advertising/Regional $ 4,174.00
Appraisal of Property $ 4,500.00





Civil Defense $ 100.00











Parks and Recreation $44,737.00




Interest-Notes and Bonds $35,999.00
Interest-TANS $233,000.00














Comme re i a 1 / 1 ndust r i a 1
$ 130,001.00
7,176, 600.00







Public Utilities - Gas
Public Utilities - Electric
Total Valuation before Exemption $348,861 ,601 .00
txempt ions:
Bl ind (4) $ 60,000.00
Elderly Exemptions (57) 2,504,100.00
Solar Exemption (10) 101 ,9 16.00
Total Exemptions allowed
Net Valuation on which tax rate is computed
$ 2,666,016.00
$348,861 ,601 .00
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
1. Town Hall, Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
2. Library/Kimbal 1 House, Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
5. Police Department, Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
4. Fire Department, Land and Buildings
Equipment




7. Atkinson Community Center, Land and Buildings



















STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
January 1. 1991 to December 31, 1991




Original Amount Total Annual
$717 ,261 .0 Maturities












TAX COLLECTOR' S REPORT
Levy of 1991
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $5,392,466.00
Added Property Taxes 1,965.00
Over payment property taxes 2,944.00





Abatements - Property Taxes 2,000.00
Uncollected Taxes December 31, 1989
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes 582. 152.61
TOTAL CREDITS $5.398.264.85
Levy of 1990
Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, 1992
Property Taxes $ 747,173.96
Interest Collected on
Delinquent Property Taxes 13,555.67
TOTAL DEBITS $ 760.729.63
Remittances to Treasurer:
Property Taxes $ 410.334.88
Property Taxes 320,792.08
Interest Collected 13,555.67
Abatements Made During Year
Property Taxes 16,047.00
TOTAL CREDITS $ 760.729.63
- 9 -
LAND USE CHANGE TAX
Taxes Committed to Collector 1991
Remitted to Treasurer







Remitted to Treasurer - 1991 -
Grand Total
























SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991
-DR.-
—Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
Prior
1990 1989 1988
Balance of Unredeemed taxes - $144,628.33 $22,624.33
Beginning of Fiscal Year
Taxes Sold to Town during $338,158.17 -0- -0-
Current Fiscal Year
Subsequent Taxes Paid -0- -0- -0-
Interest Collected After Sale 12, 136. 98 21 ,065.96 8,885.95




Redemptions $169,454.50 $85,013.29 $22,624.33
Interest & Costs After Sale 12,136.98 21,065.96 8,885.95
Abatements During Year 6,714.68 1,043.88 -0-
Deeded to Town During Year
Unredeemed Taxes - End of Year 161,988.99 58,571.16 -0-
TOTAL CREDITS $350.295.15 $165.694.29 $31.510.28
- 11 -
TREASURER'S SUMMARY






Beginning Balance - January 1, 1991 $1,631,025.17
Revenues:
Tax Collector $6,158,994.48
Town Clerk, Fees, Permits 533,275.06
Other, Excluding TAN, BAN 41 ,380.39
voided Checks 5,072.35
Interest 128.455.75
$8, 364, 675. 10
$8,498,203.20
Expenditures, excluding TAN, BAN $6,859,401.15
Net Cash Balance - December 31, 1991 $1,638,802.05






Payments Made ( 4,231 ,074. 25)
Balance 12/31/91 $ -0-
12 -
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
For the Year Ending December 31, 1991
Assets
Cash:
In Hands of Treasurer $1,638,802.05
Capital Reserve Funds:
Fire Department 325,671.71
Due from Capital Reserve 229,486.00
Unredeemed Taxes:
End of Year 1990 $161,988.99
End of Year 1989 58.571 . 16 220,560.15
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1991 582.152.61
Total Assets $3,074,447.16
Liabi 1 ities
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Unexpended Balance of
Special Appropriations 233,947.74
School District Taxes Payable 2,049, 730.09 $2,283,677.83









Interest and Penalties on taxes 76,411.33
Land Use Change Tax - Current & Prior Years 48,693.81 $5,946,736.44
Intergovernmental Revenues - State:
Shared Revenue 133,456.94
Highway Block Grant 63,798.39
Other Reimbursements 24.58 $ 197,279.91
Licenses and Permits:
Motor vehicle permit fees 448,373.00
Dog Licenses 2,570.50
Business Licenses, Permits, Filing Fees 69,897.06
Fines & forfeits 2,000.00 $ 562,840.56
Charges for Services:
Income from Departments 15.786.12
Police Details 18,435.77
Cable TV Franchise 24,606.00 $ 58,827.89
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Interest of Deposits 128,455.75
Sale of Town Property 3,550.00 $ 132,005.75
Other Financing Sources:
Fund Balance 175,000.00 $ 175,000.00
Total Receipts $7,072,690.11
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1991 1 .638,802.05




For the Year Ending December 31. 1991
Motor Vehicle Fees $448,373.00
Dog Licenses 2,570.00
Dog Fines (Unlicensed) 127.00
Marriage Licenses 1,560.00
Boat Permit Fees 1,604.40
Boat Agent Fees, Town 79.00
Boat Agent Fees, State 199.50
Title Fees 2,082.00
UCC Fees 1,654.00
Certified Copy Fees 844.00
Tax Lien Fees 345.00
Filing Fees 9.00
Dredge and Fill Fees 6.00
Pole and Cable License Recording Fees 0.00
Municipal Agent Fees 13,025.00
PAID TREASURER $472,477.90









For the year ending December 31, 1991
January 1 , 1991
Balance
Receipts December 31. 1991
Balance
Town Forest Accounts:
Savings Account $8,762.79 $5,336.12
(This account contains Current Use Change Tax)
U.S. Treasury Securities Fund $ 645.98 $ 35.17
Gift Account $1,282.85 $ 68.80





$ 681 . 15
$1 , 351 . 65
1990 Carry Over $3,129.36




































4191 Planning & Zoning











































































































































































$229,486.00 $0.00 $229,486.00 $229,486.00
$60,000.00 $60,000.00 $0.00
$4,174.00 $4,174.00 $0.00































































While President Bush may not have been able to deliver his campaign promise
of "no new taxes", the Town of Atkinson could in 1991, with not only no new
property taxes, but a decrease in the old ones. The residents played a large
part in this, not only by supporting the budget recommended by the Municipal
Budget Committee, but also by taking the time to attend the Timberlane School
District meeting and voting to keep that budget in check.
Unfortunately, the economy has not rebounded as predicted, the unemployment
rate in this area continues to climb, and there are more and more vacant
properties due to foreclosures. Once again, the Budget Committee has been faced
with the unpleasant and unpopular task of trying to keep budgets down without
cutting services, as so many other municipalities have been forced to do. The
1992 budget as proposed is approximately $250,000 LESS than the 1991 budget.
This budget does include 5% pay raises for all town employees and no
decreases in services and, in fact, in a few cases some minor increases in some
areas of service. We have also tried to impress upon the department heads the
need to be conservative in their spending and also to be accountable for their
spending. Once the budget for the Town is passed at Town Meeting, the Budget
Committee has no control over it; only the Selectmen can administer it from
there. We have tried to stress the importance of this, in order to have the
residents see the Town Officials as credible.
We have also addressed the warrant articles, making sure that we can
provide information on whether a particular article represents something that
will only be a one-time expense to the Town or is something that will be
incorporated into a particular budget in future years and become an annual
expense. The Budget Committee has asked that warrant articles be specific and
include all costs associated with the article. The reason for this is to insure
residents that what they have approved will be delivered at a price the same or
lower than promised, and that all costs associated with the article can be
accounted for at a glance.
Iri closing, the members of the Budget Committee would like to thank the
department heads for their cooperation in presenting budgets that reflect a true
effort to keep spending in line, and the residents of Atkinson for their support
of our efforts. We would also once again urge you to become familiar with the
Timberlane School District proposed budget and attend the School District
Meeting. You proved last year that your vote can and does count, but you need
to continue to do so. Remember, the school budget represents approximately 75%
of your tax dollar.
Respectfully submitted,
DALE A CHILDS, Chairman
Atkinson Budget Committee
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Atkinson in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs -
You are hereby notified to meet at the Atkinson Town Hall on Tues-
day the tenth day of March next at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the articles required to be voted on by official ballot. By vote of the Select-
men, the polls for the meeting will remain open from 10:00 o'clock in the fore-
noon until 8:00 o'clock in the evening.
All voters are further notified to meet at 1:00 o'clock in the
afternoon on Saturday, the fourteenth day of March next, at the Dyke Auditorium
of the Atkinson Academy to act on all other articles in this warrant.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the coming year.
ARTICLE 2. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment
would modify some of the Home Business Regulations which appear unreasonably
restrictive.
)
INSERT new Section 450:0 to read: 'All home occupations except those ex-
empted under Section 450:4 shall be required to apply for a Home Occupation
Permit'
.
Under Section 450: 1(a) remove the statement that a home business 'not be
retail or wholesale in nature'.
DELETE - Section 450:1(i)(j) and (k) and replace with new Section 450:1(i)
and Section 450: 1(j) as follows:
450: 1(i) No home occupation that will result in heavy truck use in excess
of 20,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight shall be allowed.
450:1 (j) Vehicles registered to a home business or occupation must comply
with the provisions of Section 470:1.
ADD as first sentence to Section 450: 1(e) 'Adequate off-street parking
areas must be provided'.
AMEND Section 450:4 by adding word 'application' to title sentence.
ARTICLE 3. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment
would clarify the zoning on hazardous structures and bring it into compliance
with RSAs and expedite the securing of buildings for public safety reasons.)
DELETE - old Zoning Section 400:1 in its entirety and replace with new
Section 400:1 to read as follows:
400:1 No owner or occupant of land in any district shall permit fire or
other ruins to be left, but shall remove the same within one year. Said struc-
ture is to be boarded up and secured within 30 days to the satisfaction of the
Police and Fire Departments, so as not to present any risk to the community.
The Town will have the right to complete the securing process and to place liens
1
against the property to cover the town's costs of so doing, pursuant to RSA
155-B.
ARTICLE 4. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment
would increase the incentive for affordable housing and simplify density calcu-
lations by adopting State requirements, which are based on the most recent
scientific data.
)
DELETE - Zoning Section 610:3 in 'its entirety and replace with a new
Section 610:3 to read:
610:3 Incentive System
a. The maximum number of living units permitted shall be determined by
the Model Subdivision Regulations Incorporating Soil-Based Lot Size Determina-
tion; as recorded in Volume II, June 1991 prepared by 'Ad Hoc Committee for
Soil Based Lot Size Regulations' for N.H. Department of Environmental Services
and Home Builders Association of N.H., based on Volume I, June 1991 and amend-
ments if adopted after one public hearing.
b. Developments qualifying for consideration under Section 610:2 shall
be granted the following modifications in design specifications:
(1) the requirement under 500:5-a(1) of 300 feet distance from town
road for 3 & 4 unit townhouse structures shall be reduced to 200 feet.
(2) the parcel size of 20 and 30 acres for multi-family structures
(600:9) shall be reduced to 10 acres.
(3) the requirement of 50% common land (Section 600:14) shall be
reduced to 40% covenanted common land to be maintained as permanent open space.
ARTICLE 5. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment
would change the existing minimum requirement of 30% of total bedrooms within a
parcel to be dedicated to low-moderate income dwellings to 20%, in order to give
greater incentive and be consistent with other existing Ordinances & Regulations
in other sections.)
DELETE existing Section 610:2a (1), and replace with new Section 610:2a (1)
to read as follows:
(1) At least 20% of the total bedrooms within the parcel must be dedi-
cated to low-moderate income dwellings.
ARTICLE 6. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment
replaces old Section 300, B2 Definition of Building Permit with a new Section
300, B2, to bring it into agreement with other Ordinances and Regulations as
Growth Management expires.)
REPLACE old Zoning Section 300, B2 Building permit., with new Section 300,
82 to read:
B2 Building permit. A document issued by the Building Inspector signify-
ing that all approvals and prerequisite permits have been obtained. A building
permit allows specified construction activity to commence.
ARTICLE 7. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment
would delete old Section 300, D2 Definition of Dwelling Unit in its entirety and
replace with a new Section 300, D2 to bring it into agreement with other
Ordinances and Regulations as Growth Management expires.)
DELETE - old Section 300, D2 Dwelling unit., and replace with new Section
300, D2 Dwelling unit to read as follows:
D2 Dwelling unit. A self-contained living unit, either detached from or
attached to other living units.
ARTICLE 8. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment to
Section 600:6 of the Rural Cluster Subdivision Development Regulations would de-
lete sentences defining the term "dwelling unit" to bring the existing text into
agreement with other Ordinances and Regulations as Growth Management expires.)
DELETE the following sentences from Section 600:6:
'The term "dwelling unit" shall mean a self-contained living unit,
either detached from or attached to other living units, unless the living unit
is located in a development containing low-moderate income housing. In a de-
velopment containing low-moderate income housing (Section Z610), "dwelling unit"
shall mean four bedrooms, regardless of the number of attached or detached liv-
ing units in which the four bed- rooms are contained.'
ARTICLE 9. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment
would replace two conflicting sections (Section 620 and Section 630) in the
Zoning Ordinance by deleting Sections 620 (Golf and Sports Complex/Residential
Sub-district) and Section 630 (Planned Residential and Recreational Development)
and replacing them with a new Section 620 Clustered Recreational Development)
and would permit the development of recreational/sports facilities and other
public and common facilities, together with clustered residential development.)
DELETE - old Section 620 & 630 and replace with new Section 620 to read:
620:1 PURPOSE. This section is adopted to permit the development of recre-
ational/sports facilities and other public and common facilities, including
limited commercial development, together with clustered residential development.
Such development shall hereinafter be referred to as "Clustered Recreational
Development" (CRD).
620:2 QUALIFICATIONS FOR CLUSTERED RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. A proposed
development must meet the following prerequisite in order to qualify as Clus-
tered Recreational Development: The development must contain a minimum of 250
acres and be included as part of a rural residential cluster development
appl ication.
630:3 NON RESIDENTIAL TRACTS. Areas developed for recreational uses within
a CRD may be allowed to satisfy the permanent open space required by Section
600:14, provided they are restricted to open space/recreational uses such as
parks, swimming pools, tennis courts, playgrounds, playing fields, golf courses,
riding stables, etc. and are deemed by the Planning Board to be of such a char-
acter that they satisfy the intent of the open space requirement. Such areas
shall be delineated and legally described by metes and bounds, and shall be
shown on a site plan which will be re- corded in the Rockingham County Registry
of Deeds upon approval by the Planning Board. Aside from the approved recre-
ational facilities shown on the site plan, no further development shall be
allowed on such recreational areas; deed restrictions shall be provided by the
applicant to guarantee that such development will not occur.
620:4 PERMITTED NON-RESIDENTIAL USES. Non-residential uses shall be




d. Food service facilities.
e. Bank (branch).
f. One neighborhood convenience store (2,000 sq. ft. in total area).
g. Professional buildings.
h. Small retail shops in conglomerate, shall not exceed 6,000 sq. ft. in
total area.
620:5 RESIDENTIAL DENSITY REQUIREMENTS. Residential unit density shall
comply with the requirements of the existing zone, unless public or community
water systems public or community sewage treatment plants and services are pro-
vided, in which case the residential density shall be calculated on the basis of
a maximum of one dwelling unit per acre of buildable land, excluding the area of
land that is dedicated to commercial enterprise, commercial parking, streets,
roads and ponds.
620:6 OPEN SPACE AREAS. All open space, outdoor recreational areas, in-
cluding golf courses, and enclosed recreational and sports facilities which are
part of a CRD shall be held by the owners of the CRD and shall be subject to the
following conditions:
a. All open space areas shall be held by the developer unless and/or until
ownership and obligatory management of a designated tract, or any defined incre-
ment of it, is transferred by legal title and held by one or more of the follow-
ing entities:
1) In common, by all property owners within the tract, or portion of
it to be transferred, in accordance with tenancy- in-common requirements set
forth in Section Z600:17 of this Ordinance.
2) In common, by all lot or unit owners which comprise the CRD in
accordance with Section Z600:17 of this Ordinance.
3) By a non-profit organization whose members undertake the cost of
maintaining or operating the outdoor recreational area or enclosed facility.
4) By a privately-held or publicly-held organization whose performance
is guaranteed by recorded covenants running with the land to ensure operation
and maintenance of the outdoor recreational areas and indoor facilities in ac-
cordance with the site plan. Such recorded covenants shall be enforceable by
the Town of Atkinson.
b. Land designated as non-residential open space and/or non-residential out-
door recreational area shall meet the following requirements:
1) It shall be covenanted in perpetuity as open space.
2) It shall be held by the owner(s) or successor(s) in interest of the
enterprise(s) for which said land use is used.
3) It shall be permanently maintained for purposes of public or pri-
vate recreation, conservation, park or public easements, water and sewage
systems and/or agriculture.
4) It shall be integrated with the residential segment(s) of the CRD,
although residential units or lots need not front directly on such land.
c. All agreements, covenants, deed restrictions and methods of management
of the land shall be approved by the Planning Board to ensure their compliance
with the requirements of this Section. Adequate legal assurances must be in
place absolving the town from any liability in perpetuity.
620:7 NON-RESIDENTIAL SITE REQUIREMENTS
a. In order to limit the impact of the commercial facilities within a CRD,
no more than seven percent (7%) of the CRD shall be allotted to the siting of
non-residential buildings and parking and no more than twenty-five percent (25%)
of the 7% restriction shall be occupied by the foundation footprints of the non-
residential buildings.
b. Non-residential buildings shall be architecturally compatible with
residential structures within the CRD.
c. Non-residential uses shall have access from an interior road in the
development and shall be separated from residential areas by adequate visual
screening and landscaping buffers and shall be set back as follows:
1) Front: no structure or parking area shall be closer than 30 feet
from an interior roadway.
2) Side and rear: no structure or parking area shall be closer than
100 feet from residential structures.
3) Subdivision perimeter buffers will meet the requirements of Section
645 of the Non-Residential Site Development Regulations.
4) The signs in Clustered Recreation Developments shall comply with
all applicable provisions of the Town of Atkinson Zoning Ordinance, Building
Code, Site Plan Review Regulations and Subdivision Regulations.
620:8 STREETS AND ROADS. All streets and roads will be built in accordance
with Road Specifications and Regulations. The circulation system within a CRD
shall provide for separation between pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
620:9 NON-RESIDENTIAL CHANGE IN USE. Permission for each non-residential
use shall run with the use initially allowed and any change in use shall require
a Site Plan Review by the Planning Board for that building or use proposed to be
changed.
620:10 PROJECT PHASES. No more than three phases of a CRD may be under con-
struction at any one time.
620:11 APPLICABLE PROVISIONS. Except as otherwise provided herein, and ex-
cept to the extent such would be in conflict with the provisions of this sec-
tion, the proposed development must meet the provisions and requirements of the
latest adopted local ordinances and regulations as they are amended.
ARTICLE 10. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Atkinson Planning Board?" (This amendment
would establish comprehensive sign regulations for the town by deleting the old
Section 460 of the Zoning Ordinance in its entirety and replacing with New
Section 460.
)
DELETE - old Section 460 of the Zoning Ordinance in its entirety and re-
place with a new Section 460 to read as follows:
Section 460 Signs
460:1 PURPOSE. These regulations have been created to permit signage for
the following uses: Commercial, Commercial-Industrial, Commercial Professional,
Municipal, Residential, reference, directional, temporary, and traffic. While
recognizing that esthetics and design quality are difficult to legislate, it is
the intent and purpose of this section to preserve the rural beauty of the town
as well as the safety and well-being of the inhabitants and, at the same time,
allow reasonable advertising and informational signs by regulating the type,
number, location, color, illumination and size of such signs.
460:2 DEFINITIONS.
SI Sign. Any device, fixture, placard or structure that uses any color,
form, graphic, illumination, symbol or writing to advertise, announce the
purpose of, or identify the purpose of a person or entity or to communicate
information of any kind to the public.
T1 Temporary Sign. Any sign that is used only for a limited time, and is
not permanently mounted.
460:3 PERMIT REQUIRED. No sign identifying or advertising a business shall
be erected, hung, altered or replaced without a sign permit. Temporary signs
are excluded from this provision. Permit approval is obtained from the Planning
Board. The applicant or his agent must submit a set of plans, to scale, showing
the sign, its dimensions, location and method of illumination, as well as the
materials and colors to be used in its construction. Upon approval, said permit
shall be issued by the Building Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer after the
application fee is paid. Permit fee is determined by the Board of Selectmen.
460:4 GOVERNMENT EXCEPTION. Provisions of this Ordinance shall not apply to
conventional directional and identification signs and markers erected by fed-
eral, state or local government agencies.
460:5 COMPLIANCE. In addition to the provisions of this ordinance, signs
within the Town Center/Historic District must comply with the provisions of the
Historic District Ordinance.
460:6 GENERAL PROVISIONS
a. Only one sign advertising a business shall be permitted on the immediate
premises, except where specifically allowed within this Ordinance.
b. No signs advertising a business shall be permitted off the premises.
c. No moving, reflective, inflating, noise producing, odor or vapor producing
signs are allowed.
d. Banners and portable signs are not to be used as permanent signage.
e. All signs may be illuminated by exterior light sources provided such
lighting is shielded to protect adjacent properties and vehicular traffic.
Internally lit signs are permitted only in CI/CP zone.
f. No neon, flashing or moving lights are allowed to be visible from the
exterior of buildings.
g. All signs must be professional in both design and construction.
Commercial grade materials such as plexiglass, vinyl and redwood are preferred.
h. Colors are limited to a total of three per sign/structure, with one being
the background. These colors must be in harmony with the surrounding buildings
and signs. Bright reflective colors are not allowed.
i. All signs may have a maximum of two faces with the exception of signs in
the CI/CP zones.
j. Letters affixed to buildings are considered signs.
k. Signs not specifically approved by the Planning Board are prohibited. Any
unapproved signs can be removed by the town at the owners expense.
1. No sign shall be placed within any public right-of-way.
460:7 TEMPORARY SIGNS. Temporary signs identifying an upcoming event are
permitted to be displayed not more than four (4) weeks before the event and
shall be removed within ten (10) days following the event. Temporary signs
include but are not limited to flags, banners, portable signs, for rent, sale
and yard sale signs. National, state and municipal flags are allowed.
460:8 SIGNS IN RESIDENTIAL ZONE. The following signs are permitted when
located on the lot:
a. Home business signs no larger than five (5) square feet per face.
b. Name plates. Non-commercial signs showing property numbers, names of
occupants of the premises, or other identification.
c. Property-for-sale signs. Area of each face of the sign may not exceed
five (5) square feet.
d. Permanent subdivision identification signs. One ground sign per main
entrance into a development with a maximum of two per development. Signs shall
be set back from vehicle or pedestrian traffic and beyond the highway right-of-
way. The area of each face of the sign shall not exceed twenty (20) square
feet.
e. Non-residential signs. One sign identifying a non-residential use in a
residential zone is permitted by Special Exception from the Board of Adjustment.
The sign shall be limited to the following square area:
1) five (5) square feet per face in a conventional residential develop-
ment.
2) one (1) square foot per face in a rural cluster residential develop-
ment of detached single-family dwellings.
460:9 SIGNS IN COMMERCIAL ZONE & COMMERCIAL AREA IN CLUSTER RECREATIONAL
DEVELOPMENTS. Signs must reflect traditional New England character. Each busi-
ness shall be allowed one identification sign.
a. In buildings that have more than one permitted business, the following
signs are allowed when located on the lot:
1) one building identification/directory sign with a maximum height of
(12) feet not to exceed fifteen (15) square feet per face 2) individual business
signs which shall not exceed ten (10) square feet with a maximum of two
surfaces.
b. In buildings that have one permitted business, the following signs are
allowed when located on the lot:
1) one sign not exceeding fifteen (15) square feet per face with a
maximum of two faces and a maximum height of twelve (12) feet.
c. Non-residential signs. One sign identifying a non-residential use in a
resi- dential zone is permitted by Special Exception from the Board of Adjust-
ment. The sign shall be limited to five (5) square feet.
460:10 SIGNS IN COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROFESSIONAL ZONES.
Every commercial park shall be allowed to have one identification sign to be
located at or near the main entrance.
a. Maximum height of twenty (20) feet (15 feet if within 200 feet of a
residential zone) and maximum width of eight (8) feet. No single surface can be
more than one hundred and twelve (112) square feet and the total square footage
is not to exceed two hundred twenty four (224) square feet, no matter how many
businesses occupy the lot.
b. One identification sign per business not to exceed fifteen (15) square
feet per face.
c. Permanent subdivision identification signs (see 450:8d).
460:11 FARMSTAND SIGNS. Multiple signs advertising the location and items
for sale are allowed on the immediate premises. Signage shall not exceed a
total of fifteen (15) square feet.
460:12 EXISTING SIGNS.
Removing or reconstructing signs. A sign heretofore approved and erected
shall not be repaired, altered or moved, nor shall any sign or any substantial
part thereof which is destroyed or removed be reerected, reconstructed, rebuilt
or relocated unless the sign is made to comply with all applicable requirements
of this section.
Relocating signs. Any sign that is moved to another location on the same or
other premises shall be considered a new sign and a permit shall be secured for
any work performed in connection therewith when required by this article.
460:13 OBSOLETE SIGNS. Any sign now or hereafter existing which no longer
advertises a bona fide business conducted, product sold, or activity or campaign
being conducted shall be removed by the owner, agent, or person having the bene-
ficial use of the building, structure, or lot upon which such sign may be found
within ten (10) days after written notification from the Code Enforcement Offi-
cer. Failure to comply with such notice constitutes a violation of terms of
this Ordinance.
ARTICLE 11. "Are you in favor of the adoption of the following proposed
change to the Atkinson Zoning Ordinance as submitted by Petition of Bette Anne
Stewart etal?"
"Recognizing that significant scientific and statistical data has been gathered
and studied in the field of lot sizing by existing soil conditions, we, the
undersigned hereby petition to amend the Atkinson Zoning Ordinance to allow for
LOT SIZING BY SOIL TYPE in all residential zones in the town of Atkinson, and
specifically referencing and adopting the report, tables, facts, and figures of
the Ad Hoc Committee For Soil- Based Lot Size, New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services & The Rockingham County Conservation District, Volume II,
June 1991, by amending the following sections to the Town's Zoning Ordinance:
Of Article II, Section 200:1; on lines 3 & 4, regarding the phrase "(RR-3)
Rural Residential 3 acres"; delete the word: acres
Of Article II, Section 200:1; on line 4, regarding the phrase "(RR-2 Rural
Residential 2 acres"; delete the word: acres
Of Article IV, Section 410:7; on lines 2 & 3, regarding the phrase... "or soils
which are poorly or- very poorly drained"..., delete the words: poorly or
Of Article V, Section 500:1; on line 3, regarding the phrase "Low density
residential and related uses..."; delete the words: Low density
Of Article V, Section 500:2; on line 2, regarding the phrase "...and low
density residential uses"; delete the words: low density
Of Article V, Section 510:1; on line 1, regarding the phrase "Rural
Residential- 3 acre (RR3); delete the word: acre
Of Article V, Section 510:1; on line 2, regarding the phrase "Rural
Residential - 2 acre (RR2)"; delete the word: acre
Of Article V, Section 510:1; on line 2, regarding the phrase "Town Residential
- 2 acre (TR2)"; delete the word: acre
Of Article V, Section 520; paragraph (c) regarding the paragraph "Residential
use of 1 . 5 acre density provided soil conditions render slight or no limitations
to development and include slopes of less than 8%, depth to bedrock greater than
10 ft, depth to high water table greater than 6 ft. and soils classified as soil
numbers 211B, 212B, 221B, and 222B (High Intensity Soils Map symbols)
[Effective 06/01/89]"; delete the paragraph in its entirety
Of Article V, Section 530: delete the existing table (attached) and add the
amended table (also attached).
EXISTINQ TABLE
Section 530. Area, Yard, Coverages, Height and General Regulations
PERMriTED USES ZONES
RE2 EH2 IE2 IC/HQ* C=I C
a. Lot area minimum (acres) 3** 3** 2## 2## 2 2 2 .2 1 2 1
b. Lot frontage minimum (ft) 250 250 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 150
c. Lot deptii minimum (ft) 200 250 200 250 200 250 200 200 200 200 200
d. Front yard minimum (ft) 70 70 70 70 50 50 50 50" 50* 50 50^
e. Rear yard minimum (ft) 75' 75 75' 50 50' 50 50' 50 25* 50' 50*
f. Side yard minimum (ft) 100T# 50 100T# 50 30' 50 30' 30 25* 30' 25*
30 M#' 30 M#'
g. Building height maximiun' 2 stories or 35 feet, 2 stories or 3 stories or 33 feet
whichever is less 35 fL, which- 3S it, which-
ever la leas ever la leaa
h. General regulations
Site plan approval
Multi-family Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Non-residential Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
i. Coverage maximum 15% 10% 10% 25^' 25%'
(Footprint)
* For additional reference regarding the Historic District, see Page III-HD/2, Article IV.
** 30,000 square feet may be included in lot size requirements in soil condition generally not
suited for development
# T - Total ; M - Minimum
## 3 acres required if High Intensity Soild Map designates more than 50% of a two-acre lot as
having less than 2 feet depth to seasonal water table, and/or slopes greater than 25% and/or
less than 4 feet to bedrock and/or generally found imder drainage designations 5, 6, or 7;
parent material designations 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9; restrictive feature oesignaiions 3, 4, 4, 6, or X; or
designation E. {Effective 06/01/89.]
1 Rear and side ward requirements for private outdoor recreational installations are 15 feeL
2 Maximum height of accessory buildings is 15 feet No limitation for agricultural uses.
3 75 feet is required if parking is permitted in the front yard.
4 100 feet if abutting a residential district
5 Calculations to be based on buildable land only.
AMENDED TABLE
Sectioa S30. Area, Yard, Coverages, Height and Geoeral Regulations
PFPMTTTFn USF.S ZONES
SE2 ESI TR2 tc/hd* CJ C
Rca NflnBra JUa Nr.r.P.^n.~. NffflRm Ilea NnnRn NnnUn Wn NrmBn
a. Lot area mlmmum LSST3Ac LSST2AcLSST 2AcLSST2Ac lAc 2Ac lAc
b. Lot&oaUgemiiumum(ft) 250 250 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 ISO
c. Lot depth minimum (ft) 200 250 200 250 200 250 200 200 200 200 200
d. Front yard minimum (ft) 70 70 70 70 50 50 50 5tf 50* 50 50*
e. Rearyaid minimum (ft) 75' 75 75' 50 50' 50 50' 50 25' 50' 50*
f. Side yaid minimum (ft) 100T# 50 100T# 50 30' 50 30' 30 25* 30' 25'
30 M#' 30M»»*
g. Building height maximum' 2 suwka or 35 feet, 2 storiea or^ -3 Bioriea or 35 fett
wtUdievcrlalas 35fL.wtUdw 35A..wfakfa-
ever k IcMi ever Li leMt
h. General regxilations
Site plan approval
Multi-family Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Non-residential Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
L Coverage maximum 15% 10% 10% 25%' 25%'
(Footpdnt)
* For additional reference regarding the Htstotic District, see Page in-HD/2, Article IV.
** 30,000 square feet may be includicd in lot sue requirements in :k)il condition gcncmlly not
suited for developou:nl.
# T - Total ; M - Minimum
M 3 acres required ifHigh latensi^ SoildMap designates more than 50% of a two-acre lot as
having lc6&> than 2 feet dcjpth to aeasonal water table, and/or slopes greater than 25% and/or
less than 4 feet to bcdrocK and/or gencndly found under drainsj^c designiiuoits 5, 6, or 7;
parent material designations 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9; rescriciive feaairc ddsigmiiions 3, 4, 4, 6, or X; or
designation E. (Etfcciive 06/01/89.]
1 Rear and side ward requirements for private outdoor recreational installations are 15 feeL
2 Maximum height of accessory buildings is 15 feeL No limiution for agriculiurul uses.
3 75 feet is required if parking is oetmitied in the front yard.
4 100 feet if abutting a rcsideiUial disuicL
5 Calculations to be based on buildable land only.
6 LSST - Lot Size by Soils Table
The purpatM of this petition is to amend all pertinent lot sizing sections of the Atkinson 2^ning
Ordinance and refer to the table for lot sizing as contained in the above referenced documents.
Meaning nx\4 intending to amend the above sections and any other sectloiis that may be
interpreted to conflict with the lot size documents now or in the future. And upon passage of the
above described article it is strongly suggested that the Planning Board adopt the Model
Subdivision Regulations For Soil-Based Lot Size in their regulations as presented.
Not Recommended by the Planning Board
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ARTICLE 12. By Petition of Dayle Wiggin, etal. "To see if the town of
Atkinson will vote to elect it's Planning Board pursuant to RSA 673:II(b). Said
statute states: "The local legislative body may decide, by majority vote at the
Town Meeting, that Planning Board members shall be elected. If this procedure
is adopted, the Selectmen shall choose one Selectman as an ex-officio member and
the remaining Planning Board positions shall be filled at the next regular town
election pursuant to RSA 669:17. Thereafter, a Planning Board member shall be
elected for the term provided under RSA 673:5,11.
"Said Planning Board will consist of six elected members plus the single
Selectmen's ex-officio as per above Statute. Terms of office shall be in
conformance with RSA 673:5,11. Alternates shall be appointed by the Planning
Board as per RSA 673:6,11. Any vacancies shall be filled as per RSA 673:12,1.
"Next Town Meeting's ballot shall list six positions. Two positions shall
be for three year terms, two positions for two year terms, and two positions for
one year terms.
"
ARTICLE 13. Submitted by the Recreation Commission. To see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Seven Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars ($7,500.00) to fund the 225th Atkinson Birthday Celebration.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 14. Submitted by the Cemetery Trustees. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Thirty One Thousand ($31,000.00)
to hot top the following cemetery roads: New Cemetery - the perimeter road and
two cross roads. Old Cemetery - the upper level entrance, the lower level loop,
and the perimeter and one cross road of Section III.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 15. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray the
town charges during the ensuing year and make appropriations for same.
ARTICLE 16. Submitted at the direction of the Department of Revenue
Administration. To see if the Town will vote to correct an error in Article 23
of the 1991 Town Warrant which read as follows: "To see if the Town will
authorize the Fire Department to sell by bid or sale the old Fire Truck, Rescue
II, with proceeds to go to the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund, established
for the purpose of acquiring fire equipment and vehicles as determined by the
Board of Engineers' schedule of replacement." by passing the following article:
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Fire Department to sell by bid or
sale the old Fire Truck, Rescue II."
NOTE: Passage of this article will not effect either the 1991 or 1992 budgets.
ARTICLE 17. Submitted by the Fire Department. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Five Thousand Two Hundred Dollars
($5,200.00) to purchase and install the necessary radios, antennae and accessory
equipment to establish a radio link/fire base with the Rockingham County
Sheriff's Department.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 18. Submitted by the Fire Department. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00) to
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be added to the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund established for the
purpose of acauiring fire equipment and vehicles as determined by the Board of
Engineers' schedule of replacement.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 19. Submitted by the Fire Department. To see if the Town will
vote to authorize the Fire Department to enter a district fire/hazardous
material aid system pursuant to RSA 154:30-a.
ARTICLE 20. Submitted by the Fire Department. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($3,500.00) for the support of the district fire/hazardous material mutual aid
system.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 21. Submitted by the Police Department. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($1,500.00) to purchase and install a two-way radio and antenna for the Police
Department Dispatch Center. This radio will allow us to communicate with both
the Fire and Highway departments.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 22. Submitted by the Police Department. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Nine Thousand Dollars ($9,000.00)
to purchase eighteen (18) 9 mm. semi-automatic weapons for the Police
department. The selection of these weapons will be left up to the discretion of
the Department Fire Arm's Officer. The two town-owned 357 service revolvers
will be used as a trade-in on the new weapons.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to sell, by sale or bid, the old
Police Department cruiser.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 24. Submitted by the Board of Selectmen. To see if the voters
will confirm the Town Meeting action on Article 37 of the 1980 Town Meeting
warrant "to 1) restrict the use of highway de-icing salt except in dangerous
areas, and 2) to encourage the use of sand or other suitable materials whenever
possible", and vote to set the normal mix ratio to three parts sand to one part
salt.
ARTICLE 25. Submitted by the Road Agent. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate up to the sum of Three Thousand Five Hundred Forty Seven
Dollars ($3,547,00) to reconstruct and resurface 200 feet of Merrill Drive to a
width of 24 feet. All work will be performed under the supervision of the Road
Agent.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 26. Submitted by the Road Agent. To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Fourteen Thousand Six Hundred Eighty
Dollars ($14,680.00) to reconstruct and resurface 1,136 feet of Stage Road to a
width of 17 feet. All work will be performed under the supervision of the Road
Agent.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
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ARTICLE 27. Submitted by the Road Agent. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate up to the sum of Eleven Thousand Fifty Eight Dollars
($11,058.00) to reconstruct and resurface 950 feet of Walker Road to a width of
24 feet. All work will be performed under the supervision of the Road Agent.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 28. Submitted by the Road Agent. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate up to the sum of Nine Thousand Nine Hundred Five Dollars
($9,905.00) to reconstruct and resurface 560 feet of Huckleberry Lane to a width
of 24 feet. All work will be performed under the supervision of the Road Agent.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 29. Submitted by the Road Agent. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate up to the sum of Twenty Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty
Four Dollars ($26,524.00) to reconstruct and resurface 1,500 feet of Old Coach
Road to a width of 24 feet. All work will be performed under the supervision of
the Road Agent.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 30. Submitted by the Road Agent. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate up to the sum of Twelve Thousand Six Hundred Seventy Nine
Dollars ($12,679,00) to reconstruct and resurface 810 feet of Mosher Drive to a
width of 21 feet. All work will be performed under the supervision of the Road
Agent.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 31. Submitted by the Road Agent. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate up to the sum of Nine Thousand Seven Hundred Ninety Four
Dollars ($9,794.00) to reconstruct and resurface 540 feet of Crystal Hill Circle
to a width of 24 feet. All work will be performed under the supervision of the
Road Agent.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 32. Submitted by the Road Agent. To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Eighteen Thousand Dollars ($18,000) to
reclaim and resurface a portion of Westside Drive, beginning at the junction of
Oak Ridge Drive and proceeding westerly approximately 1200 feet. Work would
include the installation of underdrain, fill as required, two geo-textile
membranes and 3 inches of overlay. All work will be performed under the
supervision of the Road Agent.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 33. Submitted by the Cable Television Committee. To see if the
Town will vote to appropriate up to the sum of Five Thousand and Thirty Dollars
($5,030.00) for the purchase of a wireless mic system, portable television
receiver monitor and AMIGA A2000C titler and graphics generator with necessary
accessories to use with existing equipment; such funds to come from the income
to the town from Harron Communications under the franchise agreement.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 34. Submitted by the Town Clerk. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate up to the sum of Five Thousand Forty Four Dollars
($5,044.00) to deacidify and restore town records. Vital Statistics, $1,686;
Attachments, $366; Petitions, $518; Town Clerk Records, 1837-1865, $732;
Licensed Dogs, $388; Town Clerk Records, 1806-1837, $818.
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ARTICLE 35. Submitted by the Community Center Committee. To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Twelve Thousand One
Hundred Twenty Six Dollars ($12,126.00) to make the kitchen area of the Atkinson
Community Center usable.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 36. Submitted by the Cemetery Trustees. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00)
for the complete removal of seven trees, and an additional seven stumps left
from previous cuttings. Some stumps are five feet plus in diameter. These
trees and stumps are all located in the upper- level of the Old Cemetery.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 37. Submitted by the Cemetery Trustees. To see if the Town will
vote to adopt the following amended rules and regulations for the Town




Every town shall provide one or more suitable public cemeteries for the
interment of deceased persons, within its limits, which shall be sub.iect to such
regulations as the town may establish. (RSA 289:1)
2. Every town shall raise and appropriate sufficient funds, by taxation or
otherwise, to provide for the suitable care and maintenance within its confines,
which are not otherwise provided for, and to provide and maintain around all
cemeteries a good and sufficient fence and to supply the same with necessary
gates. (RSA 289:6)
3. The duty of the Board of Cemetery Trustees is to supervise all ceme-
teries to the end that funds, raised through taxation or otherwise, may be
expended as best to serve the purpose for which they are raised.
4. A plan of each cemetery, with the lots numbered and containing the names
of owners as known, shall be kept in Town Hall. The Sexton shall indicate in
each lot the exact location of graves made in the same. This particular duty of
the Sexton shall be completed immediately following a burial.
5. Prices of lots to be purchased shall be set by the Selectmen and all
deeds recorded with the Town Clerk. Transfer of ownership may be accomplished
only when the original deed is returned to the Board of Selectmen and a new deed
is issued. Transfer of ownership from a resident to a non-resident shall be
valid only after payment to the Town for the difference in price.
6. No interment shall be made in ground, tomb, or vault, and no disinter-
ment or removal shall be made without a permit issued by the State or Town Clerk
and delivered to the Sexton. Upon completion of the interment/removal, the
burial permit shall be delivered to the Town Clerk.
7. In the event of a cremation, notice of the location of ashes will be
filed with the Town Clerk. No ashes will be interred unless contained within a
suitable receptacle.
8. All actual interments, disinterments, or removals shall be made by the
Sexton or under his direction. Funerals within the cemetery proper shall be
under the Sexton's supervision as to routes taken.
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9. No bicycles, motorcycles, "RV's", stretch limousines, or large trucks -
except those authorized by the Cemetery Trustees - shall be permitted in the
cemeteries.
10. Interment fees shall be determined by the Board of Selectmen. The
Sexton shall be paid for his time for a disinterment.
11. All interments shall be conducted between April 15 and November 15, or
at the discretion of the Sexton with approval of the Board of Cemetery Trustees .
12. Excavations are to be a depth of five feet for a vault and three feet
for a cremation receptacle.
13. Flower arrangements are to be removed from the gravesite by the Sexton
no later than one week after a burial.
14. Owners of lots may care for and improve their own lots or may arrange to
have work done, subject to the approval of the Cemetery Trustees.
15. Plants and shrubs shall not exceed a maximum height of four feet or a
breadth of three feet. Those plans to shrubs which become detrimental to
avenues, paths, lots, or monuments shall be removed after written notification
by the Board of Cemetery Trustees to the owner. Urns may be used on gravesites.
If, for any reason, they become detrimental to the appearance of the cemetery,
the Board of Cemetery Trustees shall remove them and will notify the owners.
16. The location of monuments, cornerstones, and markers placed on or around
a lot shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Cemetery Trustees . Any
monument of size and all two-piece combinations shall be set on a foundation no
less than 36 inches in depth and with an appropriate width for each piece. Al
1
of a small size must have an appropriate base for their size to prevent dis-
placement.
17. Monuments shall be placed on lots to comply with a plan for symmetry and
convenience of mowing. All avenues between two and four grave lots shall remain
free of any type of obstruction. Monuments and markers already set will be
allowed to remain.
18. Lots, paths and roadways , shall be mowed and trimmed as often as is
necessary to keep the appearance of the cemeteries neat and orderly. This work
will be supervised by the Board of Cemetery Trustees, taking into consideration
the weather conditions and the budget money available. Leaves and debris shall
be raked and removed in the fall or spring of each year.
19. Funds for "Perpetual Care" of lots may be received by the Town. These
funds will be administered by the Trustees of the Trust Funds. The Board of
Cemetery Trustees will make the determination of the care to be given each
individual lot, and to the cemetery proper, when interest funds are applicable.
20. Veterans markers shall be kept free of grass, weeds, and grass clippings
so that each is completely readable.
21. Wells for each cemetery shall be maintained during the summer months and
two barrels shall be placed in each cemetery for the disposal of all types of
trash. Barrels and water pumps shall be removed from cemeteries and stored in
either hearse house during the winter months.
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ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to accept the following Perpetual
Care Funds: $100, from Virginia Gielbunt for Lot 141 in Section III of the Old
Cemetery; $100 from William Chadwick for Lot 89 in Section III of the Old
Cemetery.
ARTICLE 39. Submitted by the Recreation Commission. To see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Four Thousand Dollars
($4,000.00) to clear, level, and surface an area at the Woodlock Recreation Area
to be used as additional parking and outdoor basketball/street hockey courts.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 40. Submitted by the Building Needs Committee. To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000.00) for test pits and deposit if a suitable piece of land becomes
available to meet the requirements for a Safety Complex.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 41. Submitted by the Building Needs Committee. To see if the
Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of acquiring
real estate for- the future needs of a Safety Complex, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) to be deposited
in this fund.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 42. Submitted by the Building Needs Committee. To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of Thirty Nine Thousand
One Hundred Dollars ($39,100.00) to clear, fence and improve the area around the
Town Garage.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 43. Submitted by the Board of Selectmen. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) to
support the services provided by "A Safe Place".
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 44. Submitted by the Board of Selectmen. To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Three Hundred Dollars
($1,300.00) to support the services provided by "The Greater Salem Caregivers."
Recommended by the Budget Committee
ARTICLE 45. Submitted by the Board of Selectmen. To see what action the
Town will take regarding the printing and distribution of future town reports
and tax assessment books.
ARTICLE 46. Submitted by the Board of Selectmen. To see if the Town will
vote to transfer responsibility for care and maintenance of town building
grounds to the Maintenance Supervisor, and care of the commons and ball fields
to the Recreation Commission.
ARTICLE 47. Submitted by the Board of Selectmen. To see if the Town will
vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from Peter A. Lewis title to Tax Map
12, Lots 1-1, 12 and 7-1 and Tax Map 18, Lots 65 and 86 in return for (and to
authorize the Selectmen to word and execute quitclaim deeds of) the Town's
interest, free of conservation requirements, to Peter A. Lewis or his assignee
in two parcels - Tax Map 1, Lot 4 and Tax Map 3, Lot 121. The purpose of this
"exchange" is to provide for the conveyance to the Town of approximately 21
isolated acres abutting Town owned land in return for the conveyance to Peter A.
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Lewis of approximately 11 isolated acres abutting Lewis owned land. Deed
references are as noted in Mr. Lewis' letter to the Town dated February 4, 1992.
ARTICLE 48. Submitted by the Conservation Commission. To see if the Town
will vote to designate parcels located on Tap Map 12, lots 12 and 7-1, and Tax
Map 18 Lots 65 and 86 as Atkinson Town Forests, to be under the management of
the Atkinson Conservation Commission in accordance with the provisions of RSA
31:112.
ARTICLE 49. Submitted by Dan Stewart, Sr. , etal . "To see if the Town will
vote to suspend the Road Agent's Handbook reverting to RSA's governing the Road
Agent position.
"
ARTICLE 50. By Petition of Edward Radulski et al . "Petition to prohibit
the officials of the Town of Atkinson from adding any wording to any petition or
warrant article submitted by the voters of Atkinson, which notifies the voters
there has been a decision or recommendation of any elected or appointed board or
body of the Town of Atkinson pertaining to any town warrant article or ballot
question.
"
ARTICLE 51. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the Town Meeting, money
from the State, Federal, or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the fiscal year, in accordance with the provisions of
RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 52. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Kimball Library
Trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the Town
Meeting, money from the State, Federal, or other governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the fiscal year, in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 53. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax liens and convey tax title property by deed as they deem
appropriate pursuant to RSA 80:42.
ARTICLE 54. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Treasurer,
with the approval of the Selectmen pursuant to RSA 33:7 and 33: 7A or otherwise,
to hire such sums of money as the Town will need in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 55. Submitted by the Board of Selectmen. To see if the Town will
vote to accept the flag poles at Dow Common, Town Hall and the Old Cemetery,
and to voice thanks and appreciation to Charles, Barbara, Christopher and Brian
George for their generous donation of these flag poles to the Town.
ARTICLE 56. To hear reports of the Town officers and committees and act
upon same and transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting.
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$339,748.00 $107,452.26 $254,127.00 $75,600.00
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
ANNUAL REPORT
PRINCIPAL INCOME
H i K, i M b U N f 1 R t U t P H ft f I'l E N i
ANNUAL REPORT
Tnis year the Fire Department personnel nas continued to advance in a greater
level of trainina. Several ot our EI'IF 5 nave aavancea tneir education to tne
level OT intermediate. fnis allows tnem to introduce rluid tnrouqn tne use of
iV 5 to help with aiOinq in life saving tecnniques. hIso, many fire Tiqnters
have advanced their training in a variety of different levels. hs Cnief, 1
would like to thank these men and women wno hA^e taken many nours oT iraininq to
reach these qoals.
As I enter my third year as Chief, I look forward to the future of the
department. It has qiven me qreat pleasure in workina with the towns people and
the town qovernment. I thank the towns people tor tneir continued support to
the members of the Fire Department, wno hA^e put in many man hours or unpaid
time in traininq, to stay current in the ever changing Tield of Tire Tignting
and emergency medical services.
1 would also like to add to the recognition to Koland Weeman , wnom this Town
Report has been dedicated. Rollie nas oeen a qood friend to myself and my
family for many years. He is a man who advice and knowledqe has always been a
qreat benefit to the department through his Z2 years, and to the people around
him. He has out in many years as a volunteer with the department, and he has
gained the respect of all the members of the Atkinson Fire Department. We will
miss Rollie. and he will always be welcomed back.
Respectfully ,
mCHAEL E. nURPHY, Chief
Atkinson Fire Department
ri i & H W H ! [> E H H R 1 Ci E l\i "i
AMWUAL fvEPORT
1991 was a chai ienaina vear for aii of us. hs your new Koaa Hoent. i cnew i nac
to stretcn your ta:< dollars, ana imDiement souna maintenance practices.
H major cnanqe 1 put into practice was switcnina rrom tne use ot cnip seal to
the use of hot top overlay. Lhip seai uses tar oil ano stone chips xo puilo up
the roaa thickness. I'ledi ta tion Lane. Summit i;rive anO Sawmiii Roao were chip
sealed in the past, I d like you to compare tnese lo Walker rtoaci, wood Drive,
LineProoK Road. 5tickney Snore, Lakeside and tne west end of island Pond koad.
These roads were shimmed and overlaid wit*-, not top thi"-. ysAr . for the same tax
dollar. 1 actually had a $5,R0t).0a surpius of funds at tne end of tne summer
maintenance season.
i also completed every orainaqe project budgeted for, and was aple to save money
on each one. i also started an intensive orusn cutting program. 'ou may nave
noticed West Side Drive. LineProok Road and Maple Avenue feel a littie wider and
a lot safer without the brush closing in.
For winter maintenance, the only major change 1 was able to implement was to
change from small private sanders to using the Tive town owned sanpe^s. Tnis
enables us to sand all 33 miles of road in aoout tnree hours.
In 1990, tne Town raised $170, 000.00 for winter maintenance. in l99l, 1 spent
$103,338.86. I nave proven 1 can get the job done for less.
I feel I have given our Town more and petter services. i would love tne
opportunity to keep up the good work. 1 nope tne i own s people continue to
treat myself ano my crew fairly and honestly.
I truly appreciate the opportunity tne Town s people nave given me. in tnese
trying times, I am qraterul to nave the joo 1 nave always dreamed ot . us a poy,
I watched my fatner do tnis joP Tor many years, ana ne always made me proud.
And the hignlight of this year was wnen he told me ne was proud or me.
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Fire Departient/Office/Oper. Supplies(Continue<l) Fire Departient/Hinor Equipunt (Continued)
Pae llurphy
Fire Departient/Uni forts (Continued)
Neptune Inc 616.00




Feuer Luiber Co Inc
HOP Pressure Cleanin






























































































































































































The Selectmen would like to say:
THANK YOU to the residents of Island Pond Road for their patience through many
disruptive months of road construction. We over-expended the warrant article money
approved by Town Meetings of 1989 and 1990, and for this we apologize. On the other
hand, the Selectmen were able to save money in many other areas, not only to pay for
the over-expenditure of this article, but to return a substantial fund balance to the
Town. We're very proud of that.
THANK YOU to the Community Center Committee, who worked to open up the building for
use by local organizations. The one major project completed in 1991 was to provide
much-needed expanded parking facilities. Athough we over-expended the warrant
article, we feel the added expense was well worth it. We are gratified to see the
building being used as a community center.
THANK YOU to the Woodlock family, who donated the sign for the newly designated
Woodlock Park. It was Paul and Helen Woodlock's foresight, time, and dedication that
made the recreational area what it is today, to be enjoyed now and for future
generations' use.
THANK YOU to our many volunteers, who continue to make significant contributions to
the town. We hope you take as much pride in your accomplishments as we do, and will
continue to volunteer hours in the future.
THANK YOU to all our department heads and town employees, who've worked so hard
during this past year. Few if any compliments are passed on to these dedicated
people, and We want them to know we appreciate their efforts.
THANK YOU to the voters who demanded fiscal accountability from both town and school
district elected officials. Because of your insistance that we hold the line, not
only were we able to lower taxes during 1991, we were also able to lower property
values. Keep up your good work, all of you.
THANK YOU to our Budget Committee, who demanded a level-funded budget, and held us
all to it.
THANK YOU to all the taxpayers, who, in these tough economic times, have been able
to pay their taxes in a timely fashion, saving the town extra interest costs and from
having to borrow extra money to cover unpaid taxes.
It's been a good year; one in which the voters and the town officials all worked
together with common goals. We appreciate having had the privilege of sharing in
these experiences. With everyone's continued cooperation at the 1992 School and Town
Meetings, and with the implementation of semi-annual taxation, we can continue to see
our taxes lowered in 1992.
Respectfully submitted,






1991 was a busy year for the Police Department. We had a 50% increase in house
breaks alone, over 1990. Most of these took place during the months of August and
September. We were finally able to apprehend the subject who was responsible for
over 70% of these house breaks and he is now incarcerated and awaiting trial. The
reason he committed these house breaks was to fund his drug habit. It is quite
apparent that the illegal use of drugs now effects most of us in one way or another.
Over all police activity in 1991 was up over 16% from what it was in 1990.
We are now finally providing 24 hours a day active cruiser patrol, 365 days a
year. Our Dispatch Center is presently open from 5 AM to 4 PM, Monday through
Friday. In 1992 's budget, I have requested additional funds so as that I may extend
the present hours by another 20 hours per week. Most residents do not realize that
when our police station is closed their calls are being answered by the Rockingham
Sheriff's Department in Brentwood, New Hampshire.
As in years past I have stated that if you ever found yourself in the need of
police services, to please give us a call. We may be a small department, but you
would be surprised at the results we can come up with. No matter how small or
inconsequential you may feel your problem may be, please give us a call. The police
department provides many services that you may not be aware of, they are, but not
limited to the following: 1) when you go on vacation, please give our Dispatch
Center a call and we will put you on our vacation check list. 2) we can provide a
free home security survey to help you better protect your home from burglaries. 3)
if you are in your "golden years" and want to be checked on, on a daily basis, we
can provide this service for you. 4) we can also provide emergency rides for
prescriptions, food and also provide rides to the polls on election day.
I am now in town 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and as in the past I will also
continue in the future to always make myself available to any Atkinson resident.
This can be accomplished by just calling the police station at 362-5536, or my
residence at 362-5627.
All members of the police department are dedicated in providing the residents of
Atkinson the most efficient and professional police service possible.
Please drive defensively, love and respect thy neighbor, and make 1992 a safe,
memorable, and enjoyable year.
Respectfully submitted,
PHILIP V. CONSENT INO




This was a busy and productive year for Kimball Public Library, with
positive steps being taken in rewriting policies and updating programming to
continue serving our patrons with the enthusiasm, variety and services they
expect and deserve. Director Susan Gleason and the staff have participated in
enrichment programs on a state, county, and local level.
Children's programs have been well-attended. There are story hours for
little ones during the school year, including a bilingual story hour. Very
popular was "Mr. Readsalot," a Saturday read-aloud program. This year's summer
reading program for the Atkinson Academy students was well attended with an
increase of forty-four more participants. A "Magical Day" to celebrate the
theme of the Summer Reading Program was held in July, with the Little Red Wagon
and Potpourri from UNH presenting the morning and afternoon entertainment
respectively. The children's theater group produced "Mighty Mikko" a
performance taped and broadcasted by Atkinson Community Television. . .the tape
may be borrowed from the library.
The Winnebago computer system was installed and has been in use for a full
year, with positive feed-back from patrons and staff. The Friends of the
Library purchased a computer for use in the children's room last spring. The
library staff has begun the lengthy process of computerized cataloging of the
library's holdings, which will eventually eliminate the card catalog. With our
computer system, it is possible to access the State Library and other public
libraries throughout New Hampshire, increasing the options for inter! ibrary
loans.
As far as financially possible, new acquisitions are made to our collection
of books, including fiction and non-fiction, reference sources, 651 videos, 451
"talking books", 99 CDs, magazines and newspapers.
Periodically our holdings are evaluated. When a decision is made to
discard, the item is set aside for our book sale or donated to the Vic Geary
Center, the Rockingham County Nursing Home in Brentwood, or another library.
The trustees have donated carefully selected books to Errol's Public Library.
Statisticians inform us that nation-wide library use increases substantially
during times of recession. This is so logical, because where else can a citizen
and his family go to be entertained at such bargain rates? Kimball Public
Library also continues to offer passes to the Museum of Science, the Children's
Museum, the Museum of Fine Arts, and the Currier Gallery of Art in Manchester.
The library's average circulation hovers around 4,000 up substantially from
1990.
Remember that your taxes support the library; it is YOURS. Suggestions from
patrons are always welcome. Continuing positive interaction between library and
residents, will insure that the trustees and the staff will continue to serve
the needs of our community.
Respectfu 1 1 y submi tted
,
SALLY ANN DOWD




The 1991 calendar year was a year of learning, introspection and review of
the zoning of our town has in place.
The sum of the results of this extensive review by the Planning Board, along
with consultations with the Rockingham Planning Commission can be seen in the
Town Warrant as we ask the voters to authorize modifications to our zoning where
we have found shortcomings which we are attempting to correct.
Our hope and intention is to continue this review process into 1992 and
present to the voters next March a simpler, clearer and more consistent zoning
ordinance in a more readable format. There is no intention to make major
changes, as we feel our zoning in total does a good job in keeping the
development of our community in line with the desires of the Master Plan and the
majority of the residents of our town.
The Rockingham Planning Commission has been an invaluable resource for the
Planning Board this year, and we intend to take full advantage of their services
as we "clean up" our zoning ordinance in 1992.
The activity of development, as measured by projects continued or brought
before the Planning Board was minimal
in 1991:
2 - lot line changes.
2 - small subdivisions.
3 - commercial site plan reviews.
1 - affordable housing project.
As the economy improves, as we all hope it will, we would expect to see the
activity level pick up in 1992.
There have already been several state permits issued for ground work on a
project that is expected to be a golf course in Atkinson. No formal plan has
been filed with the Town at the time of this writing, but hopefully a plan will
be forthcoming as the Planning Board puts forward a Cluster Recreational
Development Article to the voters this March, intended to simplify the existing
five pages of regulations into a more workable two pages.
I would again like to express my thanks to the volunteers in our community
who give of their time to foster the well being of Atkinson and I extend
particular thanks to my fellow Planning Board members and also to Pat Goodridge
and Dayle Wiggin who represent our Town on the Rockingham Planning Commission.
Sincerely,




In 1991, 137 Permits were issued,
The breakdown is as follows:
3 Denied and 4 Voided (unstarted permits),
1991 PERMITS ISSUED AND ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COSTS
lype Nu
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
During 1991, the Zoning Board of Adjustment met 14 times and held 38 Public
Hearings (plus continuances). These hearings were concerned with requests for
the following:
1. Variances to the Atkinson Zoning Ordinance (15)
2. Appeals from Administrative Decisions (1)
3. Special Exceptions allowed by the Atkinson Zoning Ordinance (20)
4. Rehearing requests (2)














Appeal from Administrative Decisions
Request for Rehearing
Records of all public hearings and decisions are maintained in the Zoning Board
of Adjustment Office and available for public review.
Respectfully submitted
JOHN W. HERLIHY, Chairman




In 1991 the Conservation Commission continued to work with other town
boards in areas concerning land use and protection of our natural resources.
Two members of the commission, Rick Schafer and Carole Hall, appointed by
the Planning Board along with other representatives from the town, worked on
the Water Resource Management and Protection Plan under the guidance of the
Rockingham Planning Commission. In November, Carole Hall represented our
commission at the new Hampshire Conservation Commissions Annual Conference.
There all the commissions put forward their concerns to the Environmental
Protection Agency because of the proposed action to reduce the wetlands
currently under jurisdiction by weakening the definition.
During the year the commission reviewed all pertinent dredge and fill
applications and made appropriate recommendations to the state wetlands
board.
In January several members toured a wood chipping facility in Kingston
to gain more information of our overall forestry management responsibility.
Two additional parcels, the Caroline Orr Conservation Land and the Balazik
parcel were accepted as town forest land at the 1990 town meeting. The
commission has been working actively on the Orr land to make sure the trails
were open and oversaw that the buildings were removed from the back parcel,
a condition of acceptance of the back parcel for conservation funds by the
Land Trust.
In the spring at Earth Day activities, member Carole Hall spoke to
several classes about the town trail systems. The commission also sponsored
an essay contest on conservation at Timberlane Regional High School. The
winner, Bethany Antelovicz of Atkinson, attended the Society for Protection
of New Hampshire Forests Conservation Camp for a week in late June. In the
fall Bethany shared her experiences with the commission. The commission
would like to repeat this exciting program again this year.
During the late spring and summer, member Tim Walker worked with Matt
Caron of Atkinson on his Eagle Scout project. Matt had chosen to upgrade
the Sawyer trail system by constructing foot bridges to make the trail
easily accessible for hikers. The appropriate permit (Dredge and Fill) was
received and the footbridges were constructed in late summer. When some of
the trails were cleared of winter debris, it was discovered that some of the
trail markers had been vandalized. These markers are in the process of
being replaced.
The commission is actively working on protecting and maintaining town
lands for passive conservation uses. We hope the townspeople enjoy these
parcels preserved for nature and for the future. We welcome additional help


















In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the
Town of Atkinson, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1990 we
considered the Town's internal control structure to determine our
auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control
structure.
However, during our audit we became aware of several matters that are
opportunities for strengthening internal controls and operating
efficiency. The memorandum that accompanies this letter summarizes our
comments and suggestions regarding those matters. This letter does not
affect our report dated April 4, 1991 on the financial statements of the










We will review the status of these comments during our next audit
engagement. We have already discussed many of these comments and
suggestions with various Town personnel and we will be pleased to discuss
them in further detail at your convenience, to perform any additional
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Town of Atkinson, New Hampshire -2- April 4, 1991
Finding - The General Fund cash on the general ledger was not reconciled to
the bank or the Treasurer's records during the year 1990. Consequently, there
were unrecorded deposits on the general ledger.
Recommendation - The cash account must be reconciled monthly to the
Treasurer's records and to the bank reconciliation to insure that the
financial statements used by the Selectmen are accurate.
Management's Comments - The cash account is being reconciled monthly by the
accountant beginning in 1991.
Finding - During the year the Town had some amounts on deposit in excess of
the FDIC limit ($100,000) that were not collateralized by other means.
Recommendation - The Selectmen and the Treasurer should consider a written
investment policy for the Town concerning collateralization of deposits.
Management's Comments - All investments (certificates of deposit) are being
collateralized in 1991. A written investment policy will be prepared by the
Treasurer.
Finding - The current general ledger package treats payments of School and
County taxes as well capital outlay items as separate funds, which is not in
accordance with generally accepted governmental accounting practice (GAGAP)
.
Recommendation - The package should easily be able to produce reports that
would give subtotals for the various categories (Town, School and County taxes
and capital outlay items) reported within one fund. This would make the
accounting simpler and easier. We would be available to work with the
software supplier to implement this suggestion.
Management's Comments - This recommendation will be reviewed in 1991 with the
software company.
Finding - Tax abatements approved (excluding those that result in an actual
refund check) on unpaid taxes are not posted until year end by the auditors.
Consequently, the overlay/refund account could be materially understated,
resulting in misleading financial information during the year.
Recommendat ion - The Town should consider posting abatements (excluding those
that generate an actual refund check) as a debit to the overlay/refund account
and a credit to the appropriate taxes receivable account, resulting in more
accurate monthly reports. This could be easily done by giving the bookkeeper
copies of approved abatements





The Building Needs Committee has met on a monthly schedule and focused this
year on planning for future building needs of the Town Departments. The Committee
divided into three subcommittees: Town Garage, Safety Complex land acquisition,
and land for Cemetery expansion.
A thorough evaluation of the needs of cemetery land was made. It was
determined that there is a need for additional cemetery land; however, that need
could be addressed in the near future.
Town Garage relocation was discussed at length. It was decided to propose an
improvement to land area adjacent to the present building.
Persons owning large parcels of land in the town center were approached to
determine whether they were interested in selling their land to the Town for a
future Safety Complex. At this point, no specific parcel was available and
realistically priced for this purpose so a warrant was drafted for a Capital
Reserve Fund.
The goals for the Committee are as follows:
Further investigate the feasibility of relocating a new town garage to the
rear of the present building.
Continue to search for an appropriate parcel of land in the central area
of town for locating a Safety Complex.
Remain aware that there is a need for additional land for the cemetary,
and pursue that goal if adjacent land becomes available at a realistic price.
Continue to work with the Maintenance Supervisor, in a cooperative manner,
offering assistance when necessary.
Respectf u 1 1 y submi tted
,




UHIL NAME at CHILD MAIDEN NAME OF MOTHER NAME OF FATHER
Jan 5
Marriages in 1991
DATE GROOM RESIDENCE BRIDE RESIDENCE OFFICIANT
Feb 22 Joseph William Robinson Haverhill, MA Norma LaPierre
Mar 1 George Glenn Goodman Angleton, TX Renee Jeanne Masse
Apr 1 William Pearmain
Bingham
Apr 5 Brett J. Greenlaw
Atkinson, NH Diane Ivy Peritz
Atkinson. NH Susan E. Ketchen
Apr 20 Robert Anthony Balsamo Atkinson, NH Susan Ann Forzese
Apr 21 John Joseph Callahan Atkinson, NH Patricia Ann Bowden
May 10 Kenneth Bruce Jones Atkinson, NH Sherri Ann Davis
May 11 Robert John Aporich II Atkinson, NH Katherine Marie Lyon
David Charles Ambrosio Wenham , MA Lisa Clair Chavers
Hay 18 Perry Cloudman Smith Atkinson, NH Katherine M. Averill
Marc Michel Pierrat Andover , MA Julie Beth Kutzelman
Jun 2 Daniel Alfred Picard Derry , NH
Jun 21 Stephen Rokes Woodhouse Newton, NH




Jul 13 Andrew John Malone Atkinson, NH Robin Elizabeth Cole
Robert Lee Page Atkinson, NH Robin Lin Hurd
Jul 27 Charles William Morse Atkinson, NH Susan Marie Niziak
Aug 4 Craig Francis Difeo Atkinson, NH Lorrie Ann Jodat
Aug 8 Shih-Chun Lee Atkinson, NH Ningning Chen
Atkinson, NH
Atkinson, NH
Carlos F. Paz -
Reverend
Richard J. Rondeau -
Justice of the Peace
Atkinson, NH Charles H. Kandres -
Justice of the Peace
Atkinson, NH Leslie L. Leavitt, Jr
- Ordained Pastor
No. Andover. MA Christopher L. Senk -
Reverend















Robert E. AspinwaH -
Clergyman
Rev. Robert J. Kemmerv
- Roman Catholic Priest
Leslie L. Leavitt, Jr.
- Ordained Clergy
Wendell J. Irvine -
Minister
Rev. George J. Soberick
- Roman Catholic Priest
Leslie L. Leavitt, Jr.
- Ordained Clergy
Rev. Eugene A. Murphy -
Catholic Priest
Rev. Robert G. Biron -
Roman Catholic Priest
Leslie L. Leavitt, Jr -
Ordained Pastor
Linda S. Jette -
Justice of the Peace
David E. Yasenka -
Pastor
Linda S. Jette-Just ice
of the Peace
Linda S. Jette -
Justice of the Peace
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Marriages in 1991
















Daniel James Berardi Jr Nashua, NH




Atk i nson , NH
Atkinson, NH
Debbie Ann Rivard Plaistow, NH
Johanna Barbara Yanacek Atkinson, NH
Patricia Kelly Eqan Atkinson, NH
Jessica Lyn Claude Atkinson, NH
Carla Lorraine Kerr Atkinson, NH




Rev. Eugene A Murphy -
Roman Catholic Priest
Robert E. Aspinwall
Linda S. Jette -
Justice of the Peace
Robin Pauline Lanteigne Chelmsford, MA Rev. Robert J. Kemmery
- Roman Catholic Priest












Todd Michael Savage Atkinson, NH








Dana Vose Valente Hampstead , NH Pamela Jean Finney
Joseph P. LaRocque Methuen, MA
Oct 11 John Martin Hamernick Nashua, NH
John Albert Reynolds Jr Ft. Lauderdale,
FLA




John Aloysius Mansfield Jamaica Plain.
MA
Richard Paul Paquette Atkinson, NH
Jr
Jamie Erik Pigeon Atkinson, NH






























Leslie L. Leavitt Jr -
Ordained Clergyman
Clement E. Sutton III -
Minister
Rev. Frank Haggarty -
Pastor
Philip D. Fichera -
Justice of the Peace




Leslie L. Leavitt Jr -
Ordained Clergyman
Rev. Vincent S. Treglio
- Roman Catholic Priest
Rev. Eugene A. Murphy -
Catholic Priest
Richard J. Rondeau -
Justice of the Peace
Leslie L. Leavitt Jr -
Ordained Clergyman
Ann L. Shine - Justice
of the Peace
Leslie L. Leavitt Jr -
Ordained Clergyman
Rev. Robert J. Kemmery
- Roman Catholic Priest
Philip D. Fichera -
Justice of the Peace
Leslie L. Leavitt -
Ordained Clergyman
Daniel G Courter -
Reverend
Richard J Rondeau -
Justice of the Peace
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Burnel 1 , Robert
Butler, John
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Marshal 1 , Robert
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BOARD OF CEMETERY TRUSTEES
ANNUAL REPORT
This elected Board of Cemetery Trustees, one of which has not been in
existence since 1914. if all records are correct, has not had the 'best" or the
"worst" of years - only more time will determine that factor! It has made every
effort possible, it believes, to expend your tax dollars in a responsible manner
and, in doing so. provide a well groomed appearance of all burial sites and
surrounding areas.
Emergency situations of ten uprooted trees in April, a hurricane in August
and a dangerous tree to cut in December have added to the frustrations of
working with a low budget.
Many volunteers are responsible for making possible the accomplishments of
this board, especially through the clean up of the hurricane and that of the
grounds, which took place in October and November, the second of the season.
Through their efforts there was money enough left in the budget on December 1 to
purchase a new self-propelled rear bagger lawn mower and an approved type
commercial trimmer with no deficit on the bottom line!
Through research it was learned that perpetual care interest money from the
accounts was available for general cemetery maintenance. It was used to remove
one huge tree and give many others in the Old Cemetery the care that was
necessary to reduce the damages of falling trees.
The board has made mistakes and it apologizes for its short comings.
Hopefully the new year will bring changes for the betterment of the cemeteries
and in the relationships of all concerned.
We the members of this board are grateful to all the volunteers and to
Officer Dale Chi Ids for her efforts toward our "cause".





UNA M. COLLINS, Chairperson
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TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUND
ANNUAL REPORT
The ability to perform the duties of this board during the oast months has
not been easy without the expertise and experience of Dale Chi Ids. who ended her
term on this board last March.
Learning the hard way. members will complete their duties with records up to
date, each trust receiving its due share of earnings and the annual report will
be sent to its proper office in Concord, New Hampshire. However, we do
apologize for not getting a full report ready for the Town Report.
Through verbal and printed information given the board by Ms. Terry Knowles,
Registrar, Charitable Trust unit, Concord, New Hampshire, we are now aware of
the full concept of the R.S.A's that govern it. (R.S.A. 31-22; R.S.A. 31-25)
A recent ruling coming from the above office states that it is permissible
for an individual to be a member of the Board of Trustees of the Trust Fund and
also a member of the Board of Cemetery Trustees at the same time. There is no
"conflict of interest" or "incompatibility" in the holding of these two elected
positions by the same person.
This particular ruling should put to rest many of the controversies that
have arisen during these past years.
The Board of Trustees of the Trust Funds does not make policy! It receives,
invests and keeps accurate records of all accounts and only disburses funds upon
the receipt of a voucher - for only the one particular objective that the trust
was created for.




UNA M. COLLINS, Chairperson
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APPLICATION FOR COMMITTEE APPOINTMENT
Atkinson couldn't function as well as it does if we didn't have
volunteers to work on the several boards, commissions or committees. If you
are a registered voter of Atkinson and would like to serve as a member of one
of the following, please fill out the form below, checking your area of




CABLE TV ADVISORY BOARD
COMMUNITY CENTER COMMITTEE.
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
PLANNING BOARD
RECREATION COMMISSION
RECYCLING COMMITTEE _
OTHER
NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE
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Notes
Notes


